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Abstract. This paper presents an eﬃcient parallel implementation of
a Vlasov solver. Our implementation is based on an adaptive numerical
scheme of resolution. The underlying numerical method uses a dyadic
mesh which is particularly well suited to manage data locality. We have
developed an adapted data distribution pattern based on a division of
the computational domain into regions and integrated a load balancing
mechanism which periodically redeﬁnes regions to follow the evolution
of the adaptive mesh. Experimental results show the good eﬃciency of
our code and conﬁrm the adequacy of our implementation choices. This
work is a part of the CALVI project1 .

1

Introduction

The Vlasov equation (see e.g. [9] for its mathematical expression) describes the
evolution of a system of particles under the eﬀects of self-consistent electromagnetic ﬁelds. Most Vlasov solvers in use today are based on the Particle In
Cell method which consists in solving the Vlasov equation with a gridless particle
method coupled with a grid based ﬁeld solver (see e.g. [2]). For some problems
in plasma physics or beam physics, particle methods are too noisy and it is of
advantage to solve the Vlasov equation on a grid of phase space, i.e., the position
and velocity space (x, v) ∈ Rd × Rd , d = 1, .., 3. This has proven very eﬃcient on
uniform meshes in the two-dimensional phase space (for d = 1). However when
the dimensionality increases the number of points on a uniform grid becomes
too important for being performed on a single computer. So some parallelized
versions had been developed (see e.g. [10], for 4D phase space Vlasov simulations)
and it is essential to regain optimality by keeping only the ‘necessary’ grid points.
Such adaptive methods have recently been developed, like in [8],[5],[3] where
the authors use moving distribution function grids, interpolatory wavelets of
Deslaurier and Dubuc or hierarchical biquadratic ﬁnite elements. We refer also
to [4] for a summary of many Vlasov solvers.
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In this project, we had in mind to implement an eﬃcient parallelized version
of an adaptive Vlasov solver. So we have developed a code based on [3], where
the underlying partitions of dyadic tensor-product cells oﬀered a simple way to
distribute data. After describing the numerical method in the adaptive context,
we present a parallelization of this method and its mechanism of load balancing,
and exhibit numerical results.

2

An Adaptive Resolution Scheme
for the Vlasov Equation

Here is a brief description of the numerical method of resolution. We refer the
reader to [1] for a more detailed presentation. For sake of conciseness, we give the
scheme for a 2-dimensional phase space, but it generalizes to higher dimensions.
The numerical solution at time tn = n∆t is represented by the approximate
n
f (a) of the solution at every nodes a of a dyadic adaptive mesh Mn . A dyadic
adaptive mesh forms a possibly non-uniform partition of the phase space: considering the unit square [0, 1]2 as the computational domain, each cell of the
mesh identiﬁes an elementary surface [k 2−j , (k + 1) 2−j ] × [l 2−j , (l + 1) 2−j ],
where k, l ∈ N, and j ∈ N is the level of the cell. We have j0 ≤ j ≤ J, where
j0 and J stand for the coarsest and ﬁnest level of discretization. Each of the
cell has 9 uniformly distributed nodes. Then, going to the next time step tn+1
consists in three steps:
1. Prediction of Mn+1 : for each cell α ∈ Mn , denoting j its level, compute
its center cα and the forward advected point A(cα ) by following the characteristics of the Vlasov equation (see [1] for more details about characteristics
and advection operator A). Then add to Mn+1 the unique cell ᾱ of level j
which ﬁts at that place in Mn+1 and all the necessary cells so that Mn+1 is
a dyadic adaptive mesh. Last, if j < J, reﬁne ᾱ of one level, that is, replace
it by the 4 cells of level j+1 which cover the same surface.
2. Evaluation: for each node a of Mn+1 , compute the backward advected
point A−1 (a) and set f n+1 (a) to f n (A−1 (a)): the evaluation f n (c) of the
solution at any point c ∈ [0, 1]2 is obtained by searching the unique cell α of
the adaptive mesh Mn where the point is located, using the values at the
nodes of that cell and computing the local biquadratic interpolation on that
cell, say I(c, α, f n (c)).
3. Compression of Mn+1 : from j = J − 1 to j0 , replace 4 cells of level j+1
by a cell α of level j (do the converse of reﬁning α) when the norm of the
diﬀerences f n+1 (a) − I(a, α, f n (a)), for all node a of α, is small enough.
Some other methods represent the solution with less nodes and give a procedure to retrieve the other nodes by computation. This is done for example in
the numerical methods which use a wavelet decomposition framework [5] and
where the compression phase deletes nodes instead of cells. On the contrary, our
method keeps all the nodes, this may loose adaptivity but improve data locality. Moreover, when the global movement of particles is known, our method can
easily be extended to the concept of moving grid presented in [8].
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Parallel Implementation

Extraction of Parallelism. The numerical method induces a data-parallel
algorithm by considering the adaptive mesh as a parallel data structure whose
elements are the cells of the mesh with their associated nodes and values. The
parallelization then relies on distributing these elements among processors.
Data Distribution. The computational domain is subdivided into regions. A
region is a surface of the computational domain which is deﬁned by an union of
mesh cells. Regions are allocated to processors so that each processor owns and
computes the mesh cells and nodes which are included in its own region. As the
mesh adapts to the evolution in time of the physics, the number of cells within
a region change and it is then necessary to include a load balancing mechanism
which then consists in redeﬁning regions for each processor.
Communications. We implement a speciﬁc communication scheme in order to
overlap communications with computations during the prediction and evaluation
phases: as the number and the source of messages is not known a priori, a special
end-of-send message is used to stop the initialization of receives. Moreover, in
order to minimize communications, we apply compression within the region limit
only. So the compression phase do not require any communication in our implementation. This is an approximation of the numerical method since we eliminate
less cells than in the original method, but it does not hazard convergence.
Data Structure. Each processor owns a local representation of the mesh. The
mesh is represented by two hash tables: the cell hash table stores a set of cells
which forms a partition of the whole computational domain and associates each
cell with its owner identity. The node hash table stores the value at each node
within the region. This representation allows cells and nodes to be accessed in
constant time while minimizing the memory usage.
Load Balancing. As said previously, our load balancing mechanism consists
in redeﬁning regions. The new regions should have the following characteristics:
the number of cells in each region should be approximatively the same and each
region should have a “good shape” to improve the compression. Moreover, every
region should be connex in order to reduce the volume of communications. We
use the Hilbert’s curve [6] to achieve this last requirement.
We model the global load and its localization onto the computational domain
by a quad-tree [7] whose nodes are weighted by the number of leaves in the
subtree. Each leaf of this quad-tree identiﬁes one cell of the mesh and the level
of a leaf in the tree is the level of the corresponding cell in the mesh.
We then build the new regions by partitioning the quad-tree. Each region is
the union of the cells corresponding to the leaves of each part of the quad-tree.
To obtain a good partition, we browse the quad-tree starting from its root
to its leaves, and try to make a cut as soon as possible. A part, say P, of the
partition is such that (1 − λ) ∗ I ≤ P ≤ (1 + λ) ∗ I, where P is the number of
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Table 1. Elapsed time (s) and speed-up on a HP cluster
# procs
1
2
4
8
16

J =7
1089
543
285
167
99

1
2
3.82
6.52
11

J =8
1896
937
494
287
169

1
2
3.83
6.6
11.21

J =9
3202
1559
823
468
277

1
2
3.89
6.84
11.55

Table 2. Elapsed time (s) and speed-up on a SGI O3800
# procs
1
2
4
8
16
32

J =6
1055
527
275
155
89
57

1
2
3.83
6.8
11.85
18.5

J =7
1827
908
475
274
161
105

1
2
3.84
6.66
11.34
17.4

J =8
3074
1514
797
459
268
177

1
2.03
3.86
6.70
11.47
17.37

16
J=7
J=8
J=9

Speed-up

8

4

2

1
1

2

4

8

16

Number of processors

Fig. 1. Speed-up of the parallel code on a HP cluster

leaves of the part, I equals to the total number of cells divided by the number
of processors, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is an error factor that permits a certain degree of
liberty for ﬁnding good parts.
We use this method at initialization, and a less expensive version to update
regions at runtime without penalizing performance.

4

Numerical Results

Our parallel code has been written in C++/MPI and tested (1) on a HP cluster,
composed of 30 identical Itanium bi-processors nodes running at 1.3Ghz, with
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the particle beam in the phase space

Fig. 3. Evolution of the dyadic mesh

8GBytes of main memory and interconnected through a switched 200M Bytes/s
network and (2) on a SGI Origin 3800, composed of R14k processors running
at 500M hz, with 512M Bytes of memory per node. Our test case is a 30 sec
simulation (i.e. 160 iterations) of a semi-Gaussian beam in uniform applied electric ﬁeld. The Vlasov equation is solved in a 2D phase space. We measured the
wall-clock time for diﬀerent values of the mesh ﬁnest level (J) and j0 = 3. The
results are reported on table 1 and 2.
Figure 1 shows the graphical representation on a log scale of the speed-up on
the HP cluster. We observe that, for a ﬁxed number of processors, the speed-up
is approximatively constant as the level of details (J) increases which is a quite
good property of our code. Table 1 and 2 show that the speed-up is approximately
the same for two diﬀerent parallel architectures.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an eﬃcient parallel implementation of a Vlasov
solver using a numerical method based on a dyadic adaptive mesh. Numerical
results show the good eﬃciency of our code for the 2D case. We still have some
optimizations to implement – grouping multiple sends for example, and we are
currently working on extending the load balancing mechanism for greater dimensions. Then, we plan to target the computational grid as execution environment,
which will imply new scheduling and data locality constraints to deal with.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the regions for 8 processors
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